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That afternoon, Mr. Beddard reflects on the matter, and he realizes that he 
had fallen into a student’s trap. He’d participated in a power struggle with Jessica. 
Further, he realizes that, all too often, he responds to a student’s point in such situ-
ations when, in reality, the student is not trying to make a reasonable request but 
merely trying to avoid work. So, Mr. Beddard decides he needs to break his habit of 
responding to such student comments.. 

For the next three days, Mr. Beddard jots down the number of times that 
Jessica objects to work or homework in his class or disrupts the class in any other 
type of power struggle challenge to his authority. He then places that baseline data 
on a chart, which is in Figure 9.1. As those data show, Jessica is issuing power strug-
gle challenges to Mr. Beddard between three and seven times each day!

Mr. Beddard decides that, for Jessica, the appropriate intervention is 
to refuse to discuss her supposedly reasonable request, and merely repeat the 
instructions. He begins that intervention on a Monday and continues to note 
the number of times Jessica issues a power struggle challenge. For example, if 
Jessica issues the same power struggle challenge as above, Mr. Beddard uses a 
softer voice and repeats the instructions: “I want you folks to do the three rows of 
problems at the top of page 289 for homework.” Then, of course, Jessica objects 
a second time, challenging his fairness: “That’s not fair! We want to go to the 
game!” Mr. Beddard is prepared and again lowers his voice volume and repeats, 
“I want you folks to do the three rows of problems at the top of page 289 for 
homework.”
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A “Repeated Instructions” Intervention
Figure 9.1: A Repeated Instructions Intervention
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